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FEBRUARY 17, 2000 
 

OPEN SESSION ~ THE NEW ILLUSION DISCUSSION 

 

 

Waith: We bring to you all the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of 

the Kingdom of Amelius.  

 

Greetings!  

 

Greetings to you all! And welcome to the vibration! It is a fine vibration indeed ~ many 

lighthearted energies here. And if you are not lighthearted now, you will be by the time 

we finish with you!   Indeed. 

 

There are many of you here who have been in these gatherings in other lifetimes, most 

specifically with the Atlantean time, especially in the final days of Atlantis ~ quite a 

festive time it was. So there is a gathering here now of goodness and light and beauty. 

Indeed. 

 

Mushiba indicated right before we entered in that you may be meeting Farena this 

evening. There is a very particular reason why Farena would be coming in, -and while 

we do not want to feed the ego too much of Barjan,   the music that you were 

listening to as you have been gathered here has been created by Barjan. And Farena will 

be insisting, of course, that you play the piano while she enters in and her song, of 

course. (Waith is speaking to Barjan) The very first song that Barjan created for Terra Lux is 

entitled, Farena’s Dance. They have an energy connection ~ that can be a good thing 

and that can be not such a good thing!   In any event, that will occur at some time 

soon. 

 

So now, my loved ones, one of the reasons that we have Open Sessions such as this, is to 

give each of you an opportunity to perhaps ask questions. This particular earth plane 

year we have been devoting to a discussion of The New Illusion. The New Illusion is 

what we use as a frame of reference for that which many of you now know as the 

shifting of the Earth’s axis. When the Earth’s axis shifts, there will be dramatic changes 

that will bring the earth plane into what we refer to as a New Illusion. We have given 

much information over our stay through Mushiba about this occurrence of the shifting, 

and more specifically about what will occur after the shifting.  

 

The New Illusion, briefly stated ~ there is nothing cataclysmic at all that is going to 

occur. It is simply a moment in time in which the Earth shifts on its axis. No one will be 

aware that it is actually going on, for it will be a situation where interdimensional travel 

will occur for all those who are currently on the earth plane. Some will come back onto 

the earth plane and others will leave at the time, for it would be their time to depart. 

And those who come back into this dimension will find themselves in a completely New 

Illusion ~ much like what you have now, but much unlike what you have now.  

 

It will be a new vibration. There will be a cleaning of that which occurs now in the 

illusion, where the exaggeration of social systems and weather patterns is about to come 
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into its climax. There will be the imploding of social systems so that the cleansing can 

occur and the new systems can be put into place. The reason that so many gather in 

these types of sessions is because you have found, concretely and very consciously in this 

lifetime, a journey to strengthen your spirituality.  

 

The way that you strengthen your spirituality comes from Self. We are not here to give 

answers. We are here to give guidance. Your answers come from within Self. And many, 

many years ago, as you call it on the plane, we gave to The Community of Terra Lux 

THE GUIDELINES FOR GROWTH which is seen in all of the literature that comes from Terra 

Lux. This is not written in stone that you must obey ~ these are guidelines ~ the very 

first of which is Respect Self. From IT, then, comes everything else.  

 

The journey, then, for each of us out of The Universal Consciousness is to strengthen in 

Self ~ to strengthen Respect of Self. For then, and only then, can you Love Self. Then, 

and only then, can you Respect Others. Then, and only then, can you Love Others. And 

the journey continues. As you Respect Self more and more, you are able to Love Self 

more and more ~ and Respect Others and Love Others. And as you give Respect and 

Love to others, you receive it back. And when you receive it back, you have greater 

strength of Self. You Respect and Love Self more and you are, therefore, able to give 

more Respect and Love to Others, who then give it back to you ~ and the cycle 

continues. And as you Respect Self, so then do you grow and learn more about Self. And 

it is that journey that we are here to help you with ~ to help you to understand how to 

find the answers within Self.  

 

The typical tool on the earth plane now to find answers within Self is commonly known 

as meditation. There are many who believe that they must sit in a particular way and 

they must have candles around them and they must have particular types of ritual, if you 

will. That is fine.  

 

The important thing is that you must not be told by another that the only way to 

meditate is a particular way. The important thing is that you meditate ~ that you find 

the quiet within Self. And if that means that you are sitting in the lotus position ~ we 

know from coexisting with Mushiba for such a long time, that if she were to try that 

position, we would be unable to speak through her, for she would be so unable to 

move, you see!   However, that is appropriate for those of you who have that 

limberness of body. Others of you may find that driving your automobile or walking in 

the woods or a favorite hobby is good ~ anything that enables you to quiet Self, to 

listen to Self. 

 

Listening is the easy part. Trusting in what you hear is the difficult part. It is part of why 

we are here to help you in that journey toward trusting Self. It is why The Community of 

Terra Lux has been formed, to serve as a vehicle of fellowship so that you can come with 

likeminded entities and talk about how to trust Self.  

 

There will be many, many moments in your journey where the trusting of Self will be 

doubted. That is part of the journey. If you did not have the doubts of Self, then you 

would be perfect. And if you were perfect, there would be no reason to be here. You 

would be back in The Universal Consciousness, boring place that it is!   Well, it is 
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perfection ~ think about it. That is why we are all out of it, literally and figuratively. 

Indeed.    

 

We would take questions from any of you. 

 

How could we possibly not notice that the Earth shifts?  

 

You will be interdimensional. That means that you will be in another frame of reference. 

When you go into the sleep state, my love, you are interdimensional. Sometimes you 

remember what you did in the sleep state and other times when you awaken, you do 

not remember, but you know that you have gone somewhere. It will be much like going 

into the sleep state, for you will just be in another place ~ you will have some 

remembrance of it.  

 

And while you are interdimensional during the shifting and the brief time that it will take 

to bring the new structures into place, you will be given information by higher sources to 

guide you, to give you the tools for waking up. And when you awaken, most of you, it 

will be business as usual. There will not be any, “Ah, this is all brand new!” You will say, 

“Ah, time to go to work. Time to get up and do what I do!” However, you may not be 

doing it with the same people who, when you went to sleep, you were with. But you 

will not know that. It will be normal. You see, so many on the plane now think that it 

will be this dramatic thing in which you will move into a new era of peace, harmony and 

Love ~ and there will be some of that ~ and that everyone will be aware that they are 

the only ones left after the disaster. That is not true at all.  

 

There will be a shifting of an illusion, meaning that the dimensions will be reallocated. 

And the frame of reference will be there, just as you are now sitting here, we could easily 

say, “Ah, it is time to go to sleep.” You would all go interdimensional. “Ah, it is time to 

awaken.” And you awaken. And the people who were sitting next to you when you 

went to sleep may have changed ~ new ones are there, different ones ~ but you will say 

to the person next to you “Ah, wasn’t that a Lovely little nap.”   It is as simple as 

that, you see.  

 

There is much doomsday about the shifting, “Ah, will we survive it?” And indeed, in our 

early time in speaking through Mushiba, we presented an illusion similar to that, though 

not quite as doomsday as others on the plane. But as we have eased entities into what is 

about to occur and there is a greater understanding of Interdimensional Travel and 

Communication, then it becomes easier for entities to understand that it will be simply 

going to sleep and waking up. There will be small groups of entities who will remember 

it all for they are part of the group that will help in the building of The New Illusion. But 

most will have either very vague remembrances of another time, or none at all.  

 

It will be a much more harmonious time at the beginning of The New Illusion, and like 

any illusion, such as the one currently in, will move through. This illusion you are 

currently in has been approximately ten thousand earth plane years. As the illusion comes 

to an end the exaggerations begin. So three to five hundred earth plane years ago on the 

plane the exaggerations began to become more exaggerated and more exaggerated, until 
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you are faced now with a very short period of time, as you call it, on the plane before 

the illusion changes.  

 

Very, very dramatic weather occurrences are about to present themselves, as we have 

been indicating over our time through Mushiba ~ hot when it should be cold, cold when 

it should be hot. Does that answer your question?  

 

At one time you spoke of safe zones. Is there no need then to consider safe zones in that aspect 
then? 

 

We refer to safe zones only as a frame of reference for vibrational areas. For example, 

the area in which Terra Lux is located has a vibrational circumference, if you will. The 

shelters, as many would refer to them, in some parts of the Earth will be concrete, where 

you will actually go within the Earth. They will, however, have an interdimensional 

component to them. The so called shelters that Terra Lux is charged with responsibility 

are all interdimensional.  

 

The term safe area often also has a reference to land area, as opposed to water area. And 

when The New Illusion comes into place, there will be a reallocation of land and water 

so that it will be fifty, fifty once again ~ which is how it starts at the beginning of each 

New Illusion. And as the illusion moves along, it begins to change so that, in some 

illusions, there is more land than water, and in other illusions there is more water than 

land.  

 

Currently in this illusion there is more water than land. It will shift back into fifty, fifty. In 

terms of safe, for most frames of reference, they perceive land as being safe. This is not 

necessarily true in The New Illusion. In the current illusion this land area that surrounds 

The Community of Terra Lux, vibrationally, is safe. It means that there are shelters here 

to which others will be brought from other parts of the earth plane.  

 

Does that answer your question? 

 

I believe so. Thank you. 

 

Indeed. We welcome you back, Stuart. (The Mineral Ambassador of Terra Lux) 

 

Always happy to be here. 

 

All of the beautiful Mineral Kingdom members that surround Terra Lux ~ and many of 

you are wearing them ~ Mushiba wears mineral members that have come from what we 

have called our Mineral Ambassador.  

 

Thank you. 

 

Indeed. You would want to visit the location that Stuart has ~ all the beautiful mineral 

members. Mushiba and (Names given) visited just recently ~ we were there ~ Farena was 

having a wonderful time, as were some of the others of The Company.  

 

I thought she lived with me.    
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Indeed. Farena. 

 

Always things moving around in there! 

 

That is Farena!   She is actually learning how to interact interdimensionally ~ 

movement, you see. And what happens sometimes is that she will come into the 

dimension and find something, and she will pick it up and she will think it is wonderful. 

You will not see any of this happening, of course. And then she will bring it back to 

where she is, and then ~ oops, she cannot get it back to where she found it.   Many 

of you have been blessed with that particular behavior of Farena’s.  

 

Other questions? 

 

During The Shift and when we go interdimensional, what will happen to all our books? I’ve got my 
own library at home. What happens to all the things we have? Would they just like go? Change? 
Disappear? 

 

Maybe, maybe not.    

 

I mean, it’s kind of hard to wrap my mind around this. 

 

Indeed. When you return into The New Illusion, whatever was in the current illusion ~ if 

it is not with you in The New Illusion ~ you will not know that it is not with you.  

 

But where does it go? 

 

It goes onto the back burner. 

 

Will history change, what we know as history now, we won’t know that anymore? 

 

That is correct. You will have a new frame of reference built into The New Illusion.  

 

So all the books and the learning and all the years in school are gone and don’t matter!!     

 

However, it is in the Soul memory, which is the most important spot. It does not matter, 

the concreteness. What matters is the spiritual, the abstract. And what you learn 

concretely in a lifetime goes into your Soul. And so, think of The New Illusion simply as a 

new life. You have left the life ~ you are moving into a new life. 

 

So whatever spiritual growth that we have obtained that we are aware of now, or things that we 
have journeyed with, will remain with us? 

 

Indeed. Everything that you learned always remains. It goes into storage within the Soul. 

The Soul has short term, medium term and long term storage, and it has archival storage. 

When you need it, it comes into the life, if only for a moment to use it and then it goes 

back.  

 

Think of the Soul as you would a computer. The information that you need you can click 

on and it comes. When you do not need it, it goes into storage. It does not go away. 
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You do not lose it. You do not need to have all of that data right in the current life. It 

would be too overwhelming and superfluous. You do not need to have everything that 

you have ever known and learned currently available ~ you would be crippled by it. 

And so, when the opportunity is presented for you to be learning something and you 

need to call upon something from another lifetime, Higher Self says, ”Ah, time!,” and 

brings into the current life the information needed, if only for a brief moment in time, 

and then it whizzes its way back, you see. 

 

In The New Illusion will we be more fourth dimensional? 

 

You will be interdimensional. 

 

All the time? Not just during dreaming?  

 

All energy is interdimensional ~ it is multidimensional. Your reference to fourth 

dimension is simply an earth plane frame of reference that has no real implication to the 

reality of the existence that energy has. It is simply something that relates to time as it is 

perceived on the earth plane. Time is linear. And so a reference to fourth dimension is 

actually, from our perspective, the same as linear. Interdimensional does not have any 

kind of linear to it ~ it is simply existence. You exist past, present and future, 

simultaneously. It is why part of our GUIDELINES FOR GROWTH says, that you achieve each 

of the above simultaneously as well as individually. Existence is individual and 

simultaneous.  

 

That’s what I don’t understand. If everything is happening all at once, how can a baby be a baby, 
and then an adult and then an old person? How can we be all that at once? I know it is the same 
energy, but in the time spectrum, we age. So if those of us who do make The Shift ~ like I’m a 
senior ~ if I make The Shift, then I might come back as a twenty-five year old? I don’t want to exit ~ 
if I make it through The Shift, then I don’t want to exit it right away. 

 

You have no say in it, my love!   Your higher levels of Self have the say. Concrete is 

simply the manifestation of the higher levels of Self. You have bought into linear ~ you 

have bought into time. It is what is set up on this training ground. That is its purpose, to 

allow energy to become very concrete, to have a beginning and an end, and is important 

for the learning of certain types of lessons. There are millions and millions of other 

training grounds in which time is measured differently.  

 

There are many, many training grounds specifically designed for particular lessons. The 

earth plane has a very set menu of availability of lessons. And therefore, the illusion is 

presented that time exists ~ come in baby, progress through time ~ adult. When you are 

interdimensional ~ when you see it from another place, such as the way we see it ~ it is 

all simultaneous. But, at the same time, it is not ~ it is individual.  

 

We are able, for example, to come into this concreteness and recognize you all as 

individuals, and at the same time we can flip a switch, if you will, and you are all 

simultaneous. It gets very confusing and can get a little unwieldy at times, but it comes 

with the territory.   And so, it becomes then much easier to deal with individuality, 

for you are each Souls that are individual. And yet all are simultaneous, meaning we are 
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all connected, and yet we are separate. And it is that duality that is part of the learning 

of Self ~ to understand that you are separate and yet One, you see. 

 

In The New Illusion time will be measured in a different way. We have not indicated 

how that time will be measured, but it will be. Within this illusion that you currently 

exist, time has been measured in different ways. It is simply now that, “This is the way 

that time is measured,” according to so and so ~ according the way the sun happens to 

be moving. Well, that is all part of the way that the illusion is set up. The rules are placed 

in and The Mass Consciousness accepts it, for that is the way it needs to be.  

 

YOU ALL NEED TO BUY INTO THE ILLUSION IN ORDER TO LIVE IN IT. We are here as part of our 

mission to help you to LIVE IN THE ILLUSION. Live it! Do not be thinking. “Ah, I want to be 

interdimensional.” You will be. That comes with the territory of being energy, whether 

you recognize it, whether you are able to use that energy, is part of the journey and is 

part of what you are here to learn. But LIVE THE ILLUSION! That is what you are here for. 

Do not be afraid and say, “Oh, I will stay in my little corner and nothing will happen to 

me!” Well, that is boring! YOU WANT THINGS TO HAPPEN TO YOU.  

 

We know, it is easy for us to say. We are not here! But, we do coexist with Mushiba in 

this lifetime, and there is the understanding of the LIVING THE LIFE and how frustrating and 

difficult it can be. But that is where the learning of Self comes in. Ah-h! You get to know 

Self, and as you get to know Self, you become more at peace with Self. And then, just as 

you begin to feel at peace with Self, (Waith snaps his fingers) time to learn something new. 

And the peace becomes a little more elusive, but yet you have felt it and you hold onto 

it as you learn new lessons, and the peace then begins to strengthen and strengthen and 

become more permanent within Self. It is as simple as that. 

 

Does that mean that history is simultaneous then? 

 

What do you think?  

 

Well, yes, I know. Intellectually, I know. That’s why so called time travel is possible. It is so hard to 
wrap my physical mind around it! 

 

Indeed. If it were easy, then there would be no discussions. 

 

So that means that something that happened in 1700 is happening now? 

 

Indeed. But yet it is not, for you are in the present. And therefore, that is in the past and 

it happened, and what will happen in the future has yet to occur. 

 

So multidimensional or interdimensional, does that mean that we can be here and there and ~  

 

Simultaneously. 

 

Wow, this is huge! 

 

Well yes, and that is the reason that to maintain your sense of sanity in this illusion, you 

remain individual and not simultaneous. You focus on this is now knowing, however, 
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that the past has occurred, the future is going to occur, and that, as you exist right now, 

you are living in the past and the future ~ it is impossible not to. Time does not stand 

still ~ time is fluid ~ even though it has a beginning and an end in the current illusion on 

the plane. As you sit here, as we have been communicating, you have moved from the 

past into the current, into the future simultaneously. It is all one ~ it is simply seen as 

having slots, “Ah, the future is when Waith finishes discussion tonight. That is the future. 

The past is when we walked through the door. The current is that we are sitting right 

here now.” But yet, it is all happening simultaneously. It blends in, but it appears to be 

incremental.  

 

Do we really all have guides? I could swear that looking back on my lifetime that I have almost 
been steered in certain directions. When it comes to a crossroad, something has made me go one 
way where I might have thought I should have gone the other. 

 

Oh, Indeed. We would reemphasize something we have said in the past. All energy, 

when it comes out of The Universal Consciousness, and it is created as a separateness, is 

given a minimum of one Angelic Protector. Then there is a whole array, if you will, of 

spirit guides that change from time to time, from life to life, from experience to 

experience, as needed. There is Guide School, as we have indicated, where energies come 

and go to learn how to be spirit guides. It is quite an educational process.  

 

It would be unrealistic to think that you are on your own, for there is the Oneness as 

well as the Individuality. And sometimes you will feel very much the presence of your 

guides and your Angelics, for whatever the reason in your lifetime you need to have that 

strong guidance. Others may not need to have as strong an influence from their guides in 

a lifetime. They may say they do not want to have it. Others will say, ”We need it very 

much.” 

 

If you are feeling that you want to know who your Angelic Protector is, or who your 

spirit guides are, and you are not getting an answer, it may be that it is not time for you 

to be aware of an Angelic or spirit guide, but it does not mean that they are not there. 

And certainly, when you meet at certain points in your existence, decisions that have to 

be made, and you make them, it is coming from a higher level. It is not concrete that is 

making the decision. Be very clear about that. Concrete has nothing to say about it. It is 

all higher levels of Self. Of course, higher levels of Self may not have all the complete 

information and need to get information from higher levels ~ be they Self or guides. So, 

you are all guided.  

 

It is time for a little visit from Farena. Each of The Company members has a very 

distinctive personality and also a very distinctive role in the mission that Waith and 

Company has and through which Terra Lux manifests. Farena is considered the Emissary 

of Lightheartedness and also will, on occasion, exaggerate that lightheartedness so as to 

help you all understand the importance of lightheartedness in the quest for spirituality. It 

is at the very essence of spirituality to be lighthearted and to have humor and to not take 

yourselves seriously ~ take what you do seriously, but not yourselves ~ which is why we 

are often referred to as The Spook. So, we will return once Farena has frolicked with you 

and give out the closing blessing. Enjoy! 
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Farena: Hi~ Hi~ Hi~ Hi~ Hi~ Fluffy~ Fluffy~ Fluffy~ Fluffy~ Fluffy~ Fluffy~ 

Fluffy~ Hi~ Hi~ Hi~ Hi~ 

 

Hi~ Hi~ HI~ Hi~ 

 

Farena: Barjan! 

 

Hello Farena, how are you? 

 

Farena: I have something to show you. Ooh! Look, you haven’t seen my new boa! 

Come! You have to play my song. All the others have to hear my song! Fluffy~ Fluffy~ 

Fluffy~ Fluffy~ Frolic with Farena ~ a new song, Barjan! 

 

(Barjan begins to play Farena’s song on the piano. There is much laughter as Farena frolics around with 
her feather boa) 

 

Yay! (Everyone claps as the music finishes) 

 

Farena: Thank you, Barjan! 

 

Waith has to come back! I have to go!  

 

Aww! Aww! 

 

Farena: I want you to say, “No, Farena don’t go!” 

 

No, Farena don’t go!  

 

Farena: Okay, I’m trying to get Waith to hear that. It’s time to go! 

 

Aww! Aww! 

 

Farena: He’s tired of hearing that now. He knows I set you up ~ He knows I set you up! 

Okay~ Fluffy, fluffy, fluffy to everyone~ Fluffy back~ Fluffy back~ Fluffy, fluffy, fluffy 

back~ Fluffy, fluffy, fluffy, fluffy, fluffy~ Bye! 

 

Bye! 

 

Waith: Well now. Farena in all of her glory. But it is important to understand that the 

lightheartedness is so critical. Look at the difference now. Oftentimes Farena will enter in 

at the end of one of our more serious information giving sessions to lighten everyone up, 

to say,“Ah-h ~ be light ~ be happy ~ be joy filled!”  

 

It is time for us to depart now. It has been a pleasure to be with you in this time. We 

send to you all the very Highest of the White Light from the very Highest of the 

Kingdom of Amelius! Farewell! 

 

Farewell! Thank you, Waith. 


